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The Federal Reserve Just Made an Emergency 
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CCPO Note:  Many independent analysts believe that the recent bank failures, along with the governmental / 
Federal Reserve intervention to rescue these banks, spell the end of the western banking system as we know 
it.  Does this pave the way for the globalists’ “Great Reset” and implementation of a central bank digital 
currency (CBDC) in the US?   Only God knows the timing, but as previously noted in our comment to article, 
Federal Reserve Recommends Banks Stay Away From Crypto as Possible ‘Central Bank Digital Currency’ 
Is Weighed, a global CBDC will provide the technology and the framework to enable the future antichrist to 
someday cause “all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand 
or on their foreheads, and that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of the 
beast, or the number of his name” (Revelation 13:16 17). 

Did you think that the Federal Reserve was just going to stand by and watch the U.S. banking system completely 
collapse?  In response to the stunning failures of Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank, the Federal Reserve 
announced a rescue plan on Sunday evening that is going to radically change banking in America forever.  All 
deposits at Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank will be fully guaranteed and will be available on Monday.  Of 
course the Federal Reserve can’t just make an exception for these two banks.  If they are going to do this for 
them, that means that they are going to have to do it for everyone else too.  So what this means is that from this 
point forward the Federal Reserve is essentially promising to guarantee every bank account in 
America.  Considering the fact that more than 19 trillion dollars is deposited with U.S. banks, that is quite a 
promise to make.  I want to show you that I am not exaggerating one bit.  The following is the announcement 
about this new plan that was just posted on the official website of the Federal Reserve… 

 

To read this article in its entirety, go to:  https://endoftheamericandream.com/the-federal-reserve-just-
made-an-emergency-decision-which-will-fundamentally-change-banking-in-america-forever/ 
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